Analysis of site of perforation during access preparation - a retrospective study
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Abstract: Perforation results in communication between the root canal walls and the periodontal space. It is commonly caused by operative procedural accidents or due to extensive caries, external and internal inflammatory root resorption. Perforations during a root canal treatment may increase the risk of failure for the involved tooth. The prognosis of a perforated tooth depends on factors like location and the size of the perforation, potential microbial colonization of the endodontic system, the time lapse between the occurrence of the perforation and repair, and the type of filling material used. For the long-term success of the root canal system, it is essential to emphasize disinfection and sterilization at the perforation site and the remaining root canal system. Nonsurgical management is possible with predictable prognosis if the right treatment is planned and executed. The aim of this study was to find the association of age, gender and tooth arch with the site of perforation during access cavity preparation. The data was collected from patients visiting Saveetha dental College for treatment. Totally 41 perforations were identified and treated completely. The data was entered in excel sheet and exported to IBM SPSS software version 20.0 and statistical analysis done. The number of perforations were higher in females and in the age group above 40 years, however no significant association was found for site of perforation with age and gender. Number of coronal perforations were more than furcal perforation and this association between tooth arch and site of perforation was found to be statistically significant (P value - 0.006 < 0.05; Chi square test). Proper knowledge of anatomy and principles of access cavity is essential to prevent these iatrogenic errors.
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INTRODUCTION

Perforation is characterised by a communication between the root canal system and the external tooth surface (Endodontists, 2003). It results in the destruction of the dentine root wall or floor along with the investing cementum. This communication compromises the health of the periradicular tissues and threatens the viability of the tooth. Perforation can be caused by a pathological process like extensive caries, external and internal inflammatory root resorption or an operating procedural accident (Kumar and Antony, 2018). Pathological perforations are found in routine chemical examination (Ramamoorthi, Nivedhitha and Divyandan, 2015; Ramanathan and Soble, 2015). Whereas iatrogenic perforation may occur during access cavity opening, root canal preparation or during post space preparation (Rajendran et al., 2019). Procedural operative errors may occur at any time in root canal treatment which causes the treatment to fail (Rajendran et al., 2019; Siddique and Jayalakshmi, 2019).

There are several factors that may predispose to iatrogenic perforations (Hussainy et al., 2018; R. Rajakeerthi and Ms, 2019). The presence of pulp stones, calcification, missed placed tooth, incorrect inclination in the arch - tipping or rotation, extension of caries, internal root resorption, misidentification of the root canal, and extra coronal restoration or intracoronal posts are factors that may make the root canal access difficult and predispose to root or furcal perforation (Noor, S Syed Shihab and Pradeep, 2016; Teja, Ramesh and Priya, 2018); (Arens and Torabinejad, 1996)(Noor, S Syed Shihab and Pradeep, 2016; Teja, Ramesh and Priya, 2018). During the endodontic procedures the clinician must avoid and prevent these events, since they predispose to failure of root canal treatment (Bryan, Woollard and Mitchell, 1999). Successful root canal treatment entails understanding the risk factors associated with root canal treatment failure (Manohar and Sharma, 2018; Nandakumar and Nasim, 2018; Teja and Ramesh, 2019).
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The diagnosis of perforation is mostly based on the symptoms, clinical and radiographic examination. The classic symptoms are the sensitivity of the instrument introduction into the root canal and bleeding. Diagnosis of perforation can be assessed by direct observation of bleeding, indirect assessment of bleeding using a paper point, radiography, apex locator, symptomatic findings, using dental operating microscope and CBCT (Alhadainy, 1994).

Perforation needs to be diagnosed and treated early and appropriately to improve the prognosis of the tooth. Perforation may result in an inflammatory response causing the destruction of periodontal tissue and alveolar bone (Janani, Palanivelu and Sandhya, 2020; Jose and Subbaiyan, 2020); (Teja, Ramesh and Priya, 2018). Depending on the severity of the injury, and possible chronic inflammatory reaction, it may cause the development of granulomatous tissue, proliferation of the epithelium, and, eventually, the development of a periodontal pocket (Yaltirik et al., 2004).

Critical factors that contribute to successful management of perforation are size, time of repair, level and location, periodontal status of the tooth, access and visibility of the perforation and biocompatibility of perforation repair material (Fuss and Trope, 1996). Lack of understanding of perforations and their consequences, to the extent that could delay diagnosis and treatment, may cause problems ultimately leading to tooth loss.

The prognosis of endodontically treated teeth with perforations is dependent on the prevention of bacterial infection of the perforation site. The location of the perforation greatly influences the overall tooth prognosis (Gutmann and Lovdahl, 2010; Ng, Mann and Gulabivala, 2011).

Our department is passionate about research we have published numerous high quality articles in this domain over the past years (Abraham et al., 2005; Devaki, Sathivel and BalajiRaghavendra, 2009; Neelakantan et al., 2010, 2015; Arja et al., 2013; Ramshankar et al., 2014; Sumathi et al., 2014, Surapaneni and Jaiun, 2014; Surapaneni, Priya and Mallika, 2014; Ramamoorthy, Niveditha and Divyanand, 2015; Manivannan et al., 2017; Ezhilarasan, 2018; Ezhilarasan, Sokal and Najimi, 2018; J et al., 2018; Ravindiran and Praveenkumar, 2018; Malli Sureshbabu et al., 2019; Mehta et al., 2019; Krishnaswamy et al., 2020; Samuel, Acharya and Rao, 2020; Sathish and Karthick, 2020)

The aim of this present study is to evaluate the association of site of perforation with age, gender and tooth arch.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Design and setting: In this cross sectional study, the data of 31 patients who underwent treatment for perforation repair in Saveetha dental college were collected from dental records. At data extraction all information was anonymised and tabulated into a spreadsheet.

Ethical Approval: The study was commenced after approval from the institutional review board (Ethical approval number : SDC/SIHEC/2020/DIASDATA/0619-0320).

Selection of study population:
Inclusion criteria:
● Iatrogenic perforation
● Perforation during access cavity preparation
● Patients for whom perforation repair is complete.

Exclusion criteria:
● Other Iatrogenic errors like instrument separation
● Pathological perforation
● Root perforation

Subjects and Procedures: Data collected from June 2019 to March 2020 comprised 41 perforations from 31 patients who had undergone perforation repair. The following data retrieved from the dental records: Patient’s age, gender and tooth number and type of perforation.

Statistical analysis: The statistical analysis was done using SPSS software version 20.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Descriptive statistics (frequency and percentage) and Inferential statistics (Chi Square test) were done. The results were presented in the form of graphs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This study included the data of perforation repair done in 41 teeth. Most of the teeth that underwent perforation repair belonged to the age group >40 years (53.66%) and 46.34% belonged to ≤40 years age group [Figure 1]. 56.10% of the total perforation were coronal perforation while 43.90% were furcal perforation [Figure 2]. 53.66% of the teeth belonged to females and 46.34% to males [Figure 3]. No significant association was found for site of perforation with age and gender (P value >0.05) [Figures 4&5]. The number of furcal perforation was higher in

mandible whereas coronal perforations (Green) were higher in maxilla and there was a significant association between tooth arch and site of perforation (P value- 0.006; Chi square test) [Figure 6].

It was seen in our study that perforation was more above 40 years of age, however no significant association was found between age and site of perforation [Figures 1&4]. Pulpal calcifications are more prevalent with age. One report found that 90% of the pulps of patients aged 45–63 exhibited pulpal calcifications present, compared with only 7% of pulps from patients aged 22–44 years (Sayegh and Reed, 1968). Calcified canals present a practical challenge to the clinician during root canal treatment as the risk of perforation is great and much care must be exercised when locating and instrumenting the canals (Ingle, 1986). Also, perforation in elderly people can compromise the healing as it takes a long time for the periodontal tissues to regenerate (Nikoloudaki et al., 2014).

In our study, 56.10% of the total perforation were coronal perforation while 43.90% were furcal perforation [Figure 2]. An average 2% to 12% of endodontically treated cases have reported accidental furcal perforations (Seltzer et al., 1967). Accidental furcal perforations do occur in approximately 2–12% of endodontically treated teeth that might have serious implications (Ingle, 1961; Seltzer et al., 1967; Kerekes and Tronstad, 1979; Kvinnsland et al., 1989; Farzaneh, Abitbol and Friedman, 2004). This perforation can act as an open channel encouraging bacterial entry either from root canal or periodontal tissues or both and elicits an inflammatory response resulting in fistula formation or bone resorption (Tsesis and Fuss, 2006). Coronal perforations occur coronally to the level of crestal bone and epithelial attachment with minimal damage to the supporting tissues and are easily accessible. Hence they have a good prognosis (Fuss and Trope, 1996). When lateral or furcal perforation occurs, there might be overgrowth of gingival epithelium towards the perforation site worsening prognosis of the tooth (Tsesis and Fuss, 2006).

Although perforations were slightly higher in females than males, no significant association was found between gender and site of perforation [Figures 3&5]. Gender is an important parameter to be considered as females have shown to have prolonged inflammation after perforation repair than men (Gorni et al., 2016). In a study by Haji- Hassani et al., maxilla was more involved by the iatrogenic mistakes (Haji-Hassani, Bakhshi and Shahabi, 2015). Whereas in our study, more perforations were found in mandible than maxilla and this association between tooth arch and site of perforation was found to be statistically significant (P value- 0.006 < 0.05; Chi square test) [Figure 6]. The significant complex curvature, configuration and variations of mandibular molar may pose technical difficulties for the clinician during endodontic treatment which may lead to perforation (Rosen, Nemcovsky and Tsesis, 2017).

The life of an endodontically treated tooth is associated with correct diagnosis and treatment planning, root canal shaping, sanctization, sealing, and, lastly, tooth rehabilitation. The success of perforation repair depends on several factors including the material used for repair, perforation extent and location, time between diagnosis and treatment, presence of contamination, experience of the clinician, presence of preoperative lesions, communication of the perforation with the oral environment, and type and quality of the final restoration. The perforation repair material should have good physicochemical and biological properties, proper sealing capacity, antimicrobial activity and osteogenic potential. MTA has been the most widely indicated material for management of perforations. Histologically, the lateral and furcal perforations repaired with MTA, are found to have mineralized tissue over the material. Clinical studies have shown that MTA appears to provide a biocompatible and long-term effective seal for root perforation, with a higher success rate (Moreinis, 1979).

However, no cure can be better than prevention. Prevention of iatrogenic errors can be achieved by proper preoperative evaluation which includes consideration of the position of roots, relationship of crown to the root, rotation of the tooth in the arch, relationship of incisal edge or cusp tip to the long axis of the tooth.

CONCLUSION

Within the limitations of the study, tooth arch had an association with the site of perforation, with mandible having the highest number of perforations. Age and gender had no influence on the site of perforation. With proper anatomic knowledge and magnification, iatrogenic errors can be avoided. Perforation during operative procedures should be prevented. Diagnosis and immediate sealing, intensity of aggression, control of contamination, relationship to crestal bone and epithelial attachment are factors that have an impact on the prognosis.
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**GRAPHS:**

Fig.1: Pie chart representing the distribution of teeth that underwent perforation repair based on age. It is seen that 53.66% belonged to the >40 years (Red) age group while 46.34% belonged to the <40 years (Blue) age group.

Fig.2: Pie chart representing the distribution of teeth that underwent perforation repair based on site of perforation. It is observed that 56.10% was coronal perforation (Green) and 43.90% was furcal perforation (Brown).

Fig.3: Pie chart representing the distribution of teeth that underwent perforation repair based on gender. 53.66% of the teeth belonged to females (Purple) and 46.34% to males (Teal).
Fig 4: Bar graph representing the association between age and site of perforation. X-axis denotes the age groups and Y-axis denotes the number of teeth. The number of coronal perforation (Green) was higher than furcal perforation (Brown) in both the age groups. This association between age and site of perforation was not statistically significant (P value 0.829 > 0.05; Chi square test).

Fig 5: Bar graph representing the association between gender and site of perforation. X-axis denotes the gender and Y-axis denotes the number of teeth. The number of coronal perforation (Green) was higher in males while furcal perforation (Brown) was higher in females. However, this association between gender and site of perforation was not statistically significant (P value 0.139 > 0.05; Chi square test).

Fig 6: Bar graph representing the association between tooth arch and site of perforation. X-axis denotes the tooth arch and Y-axis denotes the number of teeth. The number of furcal perforation (Brown) was higher in mandible whereas coronal perforations (Green) were higher in maxilla. There was a significant association between tooth arch and site of perforation (P value 0.006 < 0.05; Chi square test).